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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE
During the flrirtr half of the twentieth century,
science and Industry have literally produced miraclee.
Today one man can do the work of hundz*ed8 of the serfs of
the Middle Age£>. Today It 1b possible for one person,
ctratogically located, to create Infinitely more destruction
with the wave of a finger than the armies of a whole contl*
nent could have done in a llfetlae a few generations past.
With scientific and industrial advance there has long
been the problem of analyzing and recording the unknown—the
unknown being that unseen or undetected by the human e^/C.
The microscope was developed to aid in the examination of
the mysteries and motions of the minute. Similarly, today,
the eye Itself cannot detect or record the details of ex*
treraely fast motion, but aided by hlgh*speed motion picture
photography it can accomplish this analysis. Changes that
take place in certain steps of processing, changes in the
character of nsaterials, which may occur almost instantane*
ously, changes in the medium through which an object or
particle passes, disintegrstion of masses cau now be studied
visually throu^^h time msi^lficatlon. High«Bpeed motion




StateoTit of the ypot^Iya. The purpose of this thesis
is to analyse and discuss the techniques and procedures as-
sociated with high-speed motion picture photograipay , placing
special eiaphasis on its inhex*ent problems and limitations in
order to aid the average faction picture photographer In ob-
taining a workable knowledge of high-speed siethods ana to
obviate the necessity of time-consuming experimentation in
the event he is requested to perform high-speed Kork.
laportance of the problem . High-speed motion picture
photography Is a relatively new field—its greatee^ aavance&
having been oade in the last two decades. World War XI gave
treisendoua lflq>etus to its applications^ and its uses today
in scientific and industrial research are increasing daily.
In soBie military establishments such as the Aberdeen Proving
Grounds and the U. S. Haval Guided Ki&ailee Center, Point
Nagu, it is commonplace. Dei^lte this the v^rii^er feels that
the average notion picture photographer, civilian and mili-
tary (e.g., the clfMiaa oajor at the University of Southern
California, or the photc^rapher in the majority of the mili-
tary laboratories of the U. S. Navy) has at beet a limited




It In bellevad t^iat a study of the technlquen and
liittitaXrionj: or trii.- ...o^oci'ai)^^ -..ill :v.. .•. :..... lo
the aforetoenttoned a^ motion picture photographer In
ruc:ces8fully purrulnr'! his chosen cai^er. because -^vlthout a
aout)t he will socoetiiad oe caiXc .;. 1.0 partici. Li.
high-speed motion analysis.
II. REVIEW 07 PREVIOUS R£LA,T£D , ,b
One other thesis has been vvritter. on this subject
at the University of Southern California. Mr. Tudor 's
therit Is a consprehenclve eurvey of the whole field of hl^jh-
speed photography and contains description^^ of mott of Ita
aesoelated equipment, Includlnfr still equlpiaent. The
pretent thesis will, of nocessrcy, cover eofne of tr.
phaseL of the flold such as history and certain techr
However clnce high-speed photography It. almost unlimited
In scope, it lb this writer's Intent to delve more aoeply
Into the details of Its problems and eliminate theoretical
and experimental high-speed photography, except as It nsay
be related to future develop^iients. In his thesis, Mr.
^ Ralph lieal Tudor, "An Invest Igatir^r- of the fech-
nlques and Appllcatioii of iilgh-i^peeu Fhoc iy» ' (un-
published Master's theslt itj of v^ouwiiem
California, Lot Angelea, i.,,.
, , ^.j pp.

4Tudor 8tatee, ''Th« technique ol" high-speed photography
ehould b« Bimpllfletl to the point where it it the tool of
the average working photographer. This writer will
attempt to give a stralghtrorviarci, k^laiple explanation of the
problema, Planting the dlecuBBlon to the needs of the
average working photographer, notably in the militaryji and
effiphaelzlng the practiceo, procedures, and equipment he
expects to find of value in his own career a& a naval
officer associated with photographic work.
The Joumalg of the I^ociety of i^iotion Picture
Engineers have from time to tioie been devoted to diiacu&aion&
of high-epeed photography. However, the problems are
Mentioned only in pae&ing and to this writer's knowledif;e no
previous attempt has been nade to discuss the normal diffi-
culties of high-speed photography in a comprehensive riianner.
Ill, Dttif'IKITIONb Or TA..U-U
Angle of Incidence . The angle formed by the line of
a ray of light falling on a surface and a perpeiKiicular
arising from the point of incidence.
Frame . Each Individual picture in a seriet of
pictures on motion picture film.
2 Ibid., p. 9^.

Pr>a» yr»Qitency . The rate at which pictures ar«
•XpOMKl.
Hlgh*>p#»d iiotlon picture photograpny . Tifie taking ot*
Motion pictures at rates of 275 to 20,000 franee par second.
Picture frequency . Since sooa picturee in high-epeed
motion picture photogz^phy are not of standard eize, tiie
terminolo^^ picture" ie used in lieu of frame when dis-
cuaainj; such non-standard pictures.
Reciprocity failure . Under extreme conditions t5ie
reciprocity law breaks down exhibiting what is known a.
reciprocity failure. This Is an lii^ortant consideration in
high-spaad photography where extremely high intensity light
coupled with extremely short exposure tloe determinet> the
film emul&ion's reaction.
Reciprocity law . The product of the photochemical
reaction is proportional to the total eziergy involved, that
is^ the product of intensity and time which are inter*
changeable
.
Slow nsotion picture photography . The talcing of
motion pictures on normal intermittent operation type
cameras at speads higher than normal, ueually 43> 6h , or 123
frama£ per second.

6Ultra tii^h^Bpeed aiotlon gictare photography . The
taking of motion pictures at rates In excess of 300«000
fraflses per second.^
Very IiIku^'speed motion picture phoi '^. The
taking of motion pictures at rates of 20*000 to 300^000
frames per Becond.
In further discussion In this thesis, the term high-
Bpead photo&rapliy is construed to mean high-spead toot ion
picture photography.
IV, riETHOD OP P; AND SO OF DATA
For the purpose of this thesis, the writer Is as-
suming that the average motion picture photographer has only
a limited knowledge of high-speed techniques. This view has
been si^portod hy interviews with responsible persons in
charge of military photography on the West Coast. To
further support this contention, a survey was corK^ucted in
all the Fleet Air Photographic Laboratories in the Pacific,
with the cooperation of the Cozaraander, Utility Wing, Pacific
Fleet, under whose cognizance these laboratories
3 Kenneth Shaftan, *'A Survey of lllf^h-Sneed Notion
Picture P on
Picture a;.^ '- -t.%' / -t, I

operate. One hundred and sixty-five photographers were
aslced if they understood the principle of using a rotating
prisci optical eyiten: to x'trcord plcturet on contiriUou;.i>
flBOvlng filiB, and if they had ever operated a high-apeed
eamera. Ten understood the principle involved and eleven
had operated £uch a camera.
Based on previous experience in military photography
and on the conversations with civilian photographers, the
writer assumed that the aforementioned average working
photographer has an understandable knowledge of common
photographic terms ?uch as emulsion speed, optical path,
millimeter oieaeureiafints of width, aperture, focal piar .. .^a
The bulk of the diecuesion consists of a coi^relatioa
and interpretation of the curi'^ntly available literature on
the subject as available at the Library oi i.ocion Picvu.v,
Arte and Sciences, the Los Angeles Public Libraries, and the
Library of the University of Southern California.
The biographical research is augmented by pe i :;i 1
correspondence with iaanufacturers and deBigners and by
personal interviews with engineers and photographers who
utillEs high-speed phot-ography . Mr. williair. Christie,
^ A queEtionnaire wae sent out as a part of Utility
Wing Bulletin, Volume 20, dated May 21, 1951 > in which the
questions discussed were a^ked. The reaulte were compiled
July 13* 1951 > and given to the writer in memorandum form.

6physicist f and Mr. LouiK KtieUer, photographer at the Naval
Ordnance Test Staticfn, Pasadena, California, and Mr. Frsn'^-
Crandall, of the Califoz*nia Institute of Technology r«avi»
cooperated to the extent which recarity regulations will
permit. The writer visited tiie Naval Guided Mii^ailes Center,
Point Magu, California, for the purpose of obtaining valuable
background infox*mation on non*claseifled techniques.
V, ORGANIZATION OF TilS RBI«AINi;HR OF TH£ 'i
Chapter II will contain a brief history of high-speed
photography. Chapter III will be devoted to a discussion of
BOdern high-speiMl camera principle;^ and decign, Oiophasizing
a standard caiaera now available and in wide Uoe. Modifi-
oations for special purposes and experimental deti^n will
not be considered. Chapter IV will be concerned with the
inherent probleois and limitations of high*&peed photography,
naaely, (1) Fre-analysls of the ta&k, (2) Illuciination,
(3) Exposure, (4) Synchronization and Timing, (3) Arrarii^eraent
of the subject to bo photographed, (6) Filja waste in accele-
ration, (7) Lack of an ultra high-speed film emulrion,
(8) Projection and analysis problems^ and (9) Miscellaneous
considerations such as blur, focusing, etc. Chapter V villi
be a discussion of new technlquec and trends, touchias on a
few of the latest and most l(a{>ortant of tne literally

9thousands of raethods promulgated since the inception of




THE HISTORY Oi'' HIGH-SPEED PHOTOQRAPHY
Conceivably the hlirvtory of motion pictures can b«
traced to the cave man era when man first drew crude multi-
limbed animals on the walls of hir dwellings to depict the
aoveoients of the aninalt -oo riecui^w^ar^ to hlL. eAictcnce.
High-speed laotion picture photography is however
prloarily not an art of depiction but a acience of motion
analysis. The first serious attempt to analyze motion
occurred in the l870*fi as the result of a wager laade between
Leland Stanford and one Sdweard Muybridge as to whether a
galloping horse had one foot on the ground at all times, or
whether there was a certain stage in the gallop in which all
four feet left the ground s^lmultaneously
.
Mr. Muybridge set up a aeries of &till caa«ms In a
line and placed wire& acrosa the path of the horses. The
wires tripped the shutters one after the other which
recorded the progression of the aninnal's taovemcnt across a
given field. Viewing them by neans of a S^oetrope^ a s^lotted
circular drum with a serious of pictiiree aiounted on the
interior periphery, the party who bet that the four feet
were off the gx»ound simultaneouely won the bet. This




At the turn of the century » 1900, a Frenohman, £. J.
Harey, started the first multiple laage photography by
placing a fixed clot at the lens of a oanera and then
rotating a diec with a number of slota in front of the lens.
A black background i#as used and by opening the shutter just
before the action started^ and illuininating only the subject
a miltlple laage picture of the subject's {notion was pro*
2
duced. This oet^iod is still in comsion use today.
At approxii&ately the aane tiae^ Thomas A. ikiison
developed his K.inetOLCope« which showed photographs in
notion for the Chicago World's Pair of 1393. His peep show
cost a nickel and involved forty feet of film which lasted
for all of thirty seconds. Another Frenchman, Lumiere,
•eised upon Edicon's idea and developed a camera and
projector (called a cinematograph) for naea audience viewing
which utilized a otrip of film seventeen meters long. After
1900, the motion picture grew very rapidly all over the
world. This early motion picture history is shrouded in a
^ Francis X. Deroun, "A r -' :^* ' ome Normal and Ab-
normal Movements Ph^to-rsrjhC!^ b , ^e," Animal Loco*
motion , the Method ( PhiladeIphlal T. B.
Lippincott Conqpany, xJ>J/, ^^. ^o-133.
^ John H. Waddell, "High Speed Photo, ,* (un-
published paper. Copyright, 19^9» by Bell rex»ijpi*one Labora-
tories, Inc.), p. 1.
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haze that is a combination of fact and fancy, with the
latter predominating in most popular v/orks.^
The development of still photography led to almost
phenomenally short exposurea and follov^ing thlB lead, camera
manufacturers set about developing high-speed motion picture
cameras, and the modern cameras were born. High-speed
photography reached its apex of accomplishment in 1946 with
the photography of the atom bomb tests. More of its develop-
ment will be discussed in later chapters as the history
relates to specific problems encountered in the construction
of the cameras.
3 William H. Offenhauser, l6-n»a Sound Motion Pictures
(New York: Xnterscience Publiahers, Inc., 19^9), p. 3.

CHAPTER III
NODBRN HIOU«SP££D PRINCIPLES AND DESIGN
Shortly aftor the Invention of the motion picture
eamerft and the projector, the natural speed of subjects on
the screen wa& altez*ed by changing the camera speedy the
projector speed, or both. Action was accelerated to achieve
slapstick effects in comedieSf while for motion analysis,
such as in sports events, it was slowed down.
Gradually the value of the slow motion picture for
analytical purposes became niore evident, and attempts were
ade to increase the taking rate until speeds in excess of
two hundred frames per second were attained. This resulted
in the sloKing up of action by more than ten times when the
film was projected at sixteen fz*aBM8 a second. Although
this was adequate for analysis^ of most physical action, it
became increasingly apparent that much hlgrier taking speeds
wero necessary for analyzing fast mechanical tDovetnents. The
conventional intermittent motion picture camera is Halted
echanically to speeds not in excess of tyio hundred and
fifty fraises per second.*^ Above this speed they mutilate
the film beyond recognition or in sobm oases the oanera
itaelf nay literally fall apart. The conventional
^ Kaynard L. "—-'oil, ''VJhat is Hi





Intermittent mechanlem had to be supplanted, resulting in
the high*0peed motion picture camera as we know it today.
Motion picture cameraa capable of speeds greater uaai)
two hundred and fifty fraats a second generally employ a
rotating prism or mirror (to be described later), a series
of rotating lensee, or a Btrooobcopic light source insx.eaa of
the usual shutter and intermittent DiechaniB.'tis. In the latter
case, the camera is equipped with a coonautator tc synchro-
nise the flashing light with the film movement axiU tne
camera is operated in a dark or semi--darkened room. Such
cameras cannot be used for photographing &elf~lumir.ous
suDjecm. Cameras employing the rotating prism principle
usually bracket the range from two hundz^ec and fifty to ten
thousand frames a second. Speeds in excess of ten thousand
frames a second fall in i.nc classification of ultra hign-
speed photography and az*e usually attained in what are known
2
ae strip cameras.
The rotating priaa motion picture ca-^eras are tne
most commonly used high-speed cameras today because of their
portability.
3
Also, the rotating prism camera is adequate for most
2 Ibid ., p. 6.
3
''Hi- 3ed Motion PI-*- T-: ---^- - •- ' ^± of
the Society -Ion Picture .. - cr.
I
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analytical purposee. Maynard L. Sandell, of the Eastman Kodak
Coiapany, reports that rarely have they fourid an instance in
industry where the three thousand frame top speed of their
camera was not adequate.
For these reasons, we will confine the dic^cuasion in
this chapter to the principle of the rotating prism and a
description of a typical camera of this type.
Simply stated, in the rotating prism type camera tfeie
image from the lens is projected through a rotating prism
which is CO designed that its rotation causer the image to
Btove in the same direction as the film is moving and at the
sane speed. Thus during exposure the image and the film are
actually stationary with respect to each other, and expoBui*e
la aoeomplished with no blur or image displacement* The
principle is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
The image gathered by the lens is refracted by the
prism upward to meet the incoming frame and as the frame ad-
vances downward, the image follows, thereby permitting con-
tinued exposure throughout the period that the film paeses
the aperture.
In this type of camera the glass prism must have a
number of pairs of parallel faces. In the cameras
1951.


























commercially available today « the number varies i'rom two to
eight depending upon the size of the aperture and the method
of prism calculation. The thickness of the glass depends
upon the index of refraction, the picture frame height, the
angle of rotation in which the picture ie laid down and the
peripheral speed of the linage, which as previously mentioned,
must be equal to the linear speed of the film.^
For any given set of conditions, many problems are
presented in the design of rotating prisw cameras.
Super-precision bearings are a rweessity on the prisa
shaft. If the shaft is eccentric the pictures will be
noticeably Jumpy and on projection difficulty will be en«
countered in detenaining whether the unsteadinees is cauaed
by the subject being photographed or by the camera itself.
The speed of rotation varies in inverse proportion to the
number of parallel prlsrn cidec so in general it nay be said
that those cameras eraploying the square or octagonal prism
produce greater picture clarity and more reliable operation.
The rotating prism acts as a shutter as well as an
image compensating device: The exposure time is dependent
upon the maximum angle of Incidence of the rays of light
5 John H. Waddell, 'Design ox i*or
Hlgh-Spe<»
"
-'^'neras/' Jourr ' ' '^
"-"i© :i_--'^-ji!i. -i;^ ;—..—^.
Picture ^ere, ^S'lWf ^^i^ iW).
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exposing one frame. As the prisoi rotates, the angle of
incidence and thus the image speed varies on the fooal plane.
Also the optical path Is lengthened because of the Increased
thlcknese of the prism. These obstaclea are overcome b^
proper aperture design before and behind the prism which In
effect determines the maximum angle of incidence and by
proper sprocket design which lengthens and decreases the
optical path by means of Its curvature, ralnljuum extension
occurring on the optical axis of the camera through the
center of the prism and terminating on the most forward
portion of the sprocket.
The use of prism glasses of high index of refraction
and low dispersion with mlnitnum thickness and minlmuai angle
of Incidence, in conjunction with suitably designed com-
ponents such as lenses, sprockets, bearings, and so forth
produce results with rotating prism cameras which will ap-
proximate the quality obtained with an Intermittent-type
Btotlon picture camera.
The most widely used high-speed cameras today are the
Bastoan Kodak Model III and the wollensak Optical Company's
Fastax. They are almost universally employed because of
their portability^ simplicity, dependability, and
^ IMd., p. 5D1.
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adaptability to most applications of hi£h-epe«d photographic
analyeie
.
Despite some design differences both manufactux^rs
offer cameras which fundamentally operate on the same princi«
pies and find the saine application in industry.
Becautse the Wollensak Fastax is available in 3« 16,
and 33«B« as compared to only l6mm in the Eastman 111 model;
because it is more widely used;' and because the military
photographers will in all likelihood encounter it first vvhen
introduced to high-speed photography, we will discuss its
design and operating principles as an illustration of a
modem high-speed rotating prisni type camera.
The Faatax camera is manufactured in three models,
each using a different film eize« namely, 3mm, l6mm, and
33iBB. The 8 and l63mi cameras take pictures of standard
fi^ae size; the SS-Tira records pictures of one-half standard
frame height or approximately 3,/6 inches high bv i inch
wide—the variation being due to the design of the rotating
prisni—the 16 and 35obi models utilising a four sided prism
and the 8mm using an octagonal prism. The minimum and
''^ Kenneth Shaftan, "A Survey of High-Speed Motion
Picture Photography," Journal of the iSociety of HOtion
Picture and Television Engineers ,3^: 605^ May, 19S0. Of J?73




aaximum exposure rates vai^y from one hundred and Tift:/
pictures per second to fourteen thousand pictures per second
depending upon the cacnera inodels. Operating speeds c^na
projection ratios are shovfn in Table A, following.
TABLB IT
Cmamrtk Expomuem Ratio of Motion Caaeva 8pe«d
Hate (pps) to Projection Limits
(at lo pps)
130 3*^*^ l6BBBt (mini.num^
300 18.75*. 1 Sbbji {mlnlwura^
500 31.2t?:l 35"« (mlnimuo,
5,000 312,5:1 35b» (maxlmura
7,000 437.5:1 l6m (axlsnui/
1^,000 675.0:1 dam (wix1bi»/
The construction of the camera is extremely simple.
(See Figure 2.) The film xnins fjrom the supply spool, driven
by the feed spindle, beneath the hold down rollers which
BBintain even film feeding and over the film eprooiicL, The
forward portion of the film sproe*cet maintains the film in
the proper position for exposure by running in synchronism
with the rotating prism by mechaDical linkage. X^'rom the
sprocket the film passes the timing unit which places an
image of a flashing timing light (commonly called "timing
pips") on the edge of the film for analysis purposes, the
frequency of the flash being determined by the alternating
yastax Instruction Bulletin (Rochester, New York:














current being ueed. From the titner the film proceeds to the
take-up spool . The ^llia &tripper> mounted at the tako-up
side of the drive sprocket, is a precautionary device to
prevent film JasKnlng around the sprocket in the event of
breakage, a situation which at high speeds could caugie
severe eaechanical damage to the caioera.
The oiain housing door, containing a film guard which
controls the path of the film« swings over the components
shown in Figure 2 and provides a light-tight camera
•
Externally mounted on the camera housing are the lens
and protective cap, the drive and the take-up motors and the
carrying handle (Figure 3.)
To improve acceleration charactori&tlcs both filni
drive and take-up are actuated by separate electric motors.
Speed of operation or rate of exposure is regulated by con-
trolling the voltage level of the power eupplied to the
motors. Both niotors arc of the universal type and car. be
operated under normal conditions on either dlrecu or alter-
nating current (60 cycles/second or lower).
Film specially cpooled on aluminum spools must be
used in the Fastax Can»ra« Failure to do this i^ill upeet
the dynamic balance of the ccH&ponents and result in damage
to the caaiera.
The film has special rectangular perioratioru rati.oi









because of the finer tolerance required at high ape^da.
Nitrate filaw must never be used because fire raay result
from the friction due to the whipping of the film at the end
of the run.
Complete operating instructions are fumlDhed hy the
idanufacturer with each caaera, and so they will not be ai.s«>
cussed as a portion of this chapter. Operating character*
istics will be explained rubsequently to the extent that





OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTUHii FHO
PertiapB no phase of motion picture photography re-
quires more careful planning and preparation than does high-
speed photography. It i& absolutely necessary to uncuiyzt^
the problem, determine as exactly as possible the results
required, and eliminate as many unfavorable photographic
factors as possible before proceeding with the actual pho-
tography .
It is the purpose of this chapter to discues some of
the more coauaon problems to be considered before usin«^ vne
high-cpeed camera, regardless of the type. Given proper
thought, these factors no longer are problems, but become
incidental considerations that may v^ork to the aidvantage as
well as the disadvantage of the oaotraoan.
To illustrate the iaqportance of determining exactly
what is to be photographed; what htie zso&t important action
is; and what motion or phase of motion is most de&lred in
the final analysis, it is interesting to note the request
that preceded the Bikini teat of the atom bomb.
Prom the Manhattan District to the Air I'orces came
this request, "Oet us on film, ' said the scientists,
"the first one-tenth of a second after bomb burst. And,
if possible, get it so that it can be broken down for
analysis to less than one ten-thousand ' a &&
For good measure they had gone the t4ar i i;i:
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one better. The delivered film wa& bo marked tiiat it
could be measured in terme of ^OO-omilllonths of a
second.^
The first requlretnent of sucoeceful high«&peed pho«
tography is to know exactly what phase of action you wish to
record on the film.
Illumination . Discussion of the Droblerae of hlcrh-
•p««d notion picture pnoi^ograpoy are cquaxxy applicable uo
any sake of tnodel of caaera^ except, perhaps, those using
the stroboscopic light for exposure. Operating at high
speeds, the actual expo&ure time of any one piotoi^ will
vary from lA5*000 of a second to 1/1,^00 of a second
depending upon the operating speed and the type of camera,
kith these short intervals of exposure, adequate illurai-
nation becones a serious problem.
The problesi of illiiunination is bef^t discussed in two
phases—outdoor lighti:^ and indoor.
An extensive study was made at Bell Telephone Labora-
tories of how best to take high-speed pictures out of doors.
It was found that in the Southwest portion of the un.
States in the desert, the sunlight has its highest actinic''
0. :ri, "Greate&t Photos^aphic Organization
in History S.._- ni Blast, Ameriean C ineaiatograpaer , ?7«
383, October, 19^6.




Under ideal conditions , John Waddell states that it
is poBSible to photograph out-of-doors at a picture frequen-
cy of 5,000 picturee per second, using Super XX film.^
The weather, whether cloudy or clear, and the clarity
of the air are the controlling factors of lighting out-of-
doors .
Well known to aetz'onoraers in the apparent out of
focus picture which is obtained by a disturbance or by
foreign particles in the atmosphere. Under controlled con-
ditions in a building especially designed for such work,
astronomers at Mount Wilson obsejrvatory in California v<ere
able to v»ork successfully on about one night in ten in re-
producing photographs of the moon through a lens system 270
h
feet long because of foreign matter in the atmosphere.
The well-known heat mirage seen on the surface of hot
roadways by motorists causes similar distortion as do the
exhauet stacks on aircraft in flight if the field of view of
changes are produced in light sensitive aaterlaXs, such as
film emulsions.
^ John H. WaddelX, High Speed Motion Picture Pho-
tography," (unpublished paper. Copyright 19^9 by Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Inc.), p. 41.
ftilliam Christie, Physicist, Kaval Ordnance Test




the aerial camera croseee the exhaust trail . It is
iB^ortant to recognize whether such distortion or blur Is
oauaed by atmospheric condition© or b^- exc5?BDive £ul\;c;
notion.
In the desert » the distortion due to heat wavee^ can
be almost, entirely eliminated by increasing the height of
the cataera above the ground to about thirty feet. Plotting
the picture resolution against camera height gives an accu-
rate method of determining the proper camera height under
most field conditions.'^
Full color picturec can be made by using an exposure
factor of 64 titaee the exposure allowed for black and -white
on Super XX film.
The normal film speed ratio between type A Kodachrome
and Super XX it. Is 12 but the reciprocity failure is greater
on the Kodaohrome so that an abnoraial filsa speed conden-
sation must be used. This reciprocity effect ««ill be dls-
cussed flK>re fully under the topic Exposure .
In cases when normal sunlight does not provide suf-
ficient illumination, the Haval Ordnance Test Station^
Pasadena, California, has discovered that a standard i^avy
searchlight played upon the subject in effect doubles the
5 Loc. cit.
^ Waddell, m. ort., p. ^.
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exposure froa a distance of approximately 130 feet. Using
thle method they have obtained excellent recultr in pho-
tographiiig the effect of ricochet on missilQB encountering
the water at high speed.'
Indoors I unless the subject Is self-luminous « high-
speed photography i^uBt be accomplished by the use of extreisie-
ly Intense artificial lighting. The sub-commlttee on
lllumlnants for high-speed ohotography of the Society of
Notion Picture Bnglneero nave established the following re-
qulremients for an lllumlnant.
1. It should cover an area to be nhotographed of 4x4
Inches.
2. The mlnltaum distance from the source to the area
Is id Inches.
3. The variation In the Illumination from the center
of the area to the comers should not exceed 2 to 1.
k
. It should produce a ralnlcaum value of Illumination
at the center of the target of 50,000 foot-candlet al-
though 100^000 foot-candles may be required.
8
5. A color temperature of the source of approxi-
mately 3300 degrees Kelvin 1& deelrable.
6. Lamps would be operated at full power for ap-
proximately ID-second periods.
Other desirable features include corapactneea* auf*
ficlent strength to provide Illumination with only two
' Christie, loc. clt .
° The color quality or degree or whiteness of the
light, measured by the Kelvin sc'^le of teraperature.
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lengths 4 and the use of tungsten cleaning powder to
prevent blackening.^
TlM aoet widely used and most satisfactory photogra-
phic laap Is the ircandascent type. Their advantage© are
nu2Berou&<-*Lney can oe operai;ed from si^orage oat series: or
froffl almost any lighting circuit without regulating equip-
oent. They operate with equal efficiency on either alter-
nating or direct current, Lhe variation of light on alter-
nating current being lebs than five per cent for lamps above
100 WattB on 60 cycle olrcalts. The light source Ic easily
concencratea oy refleetops^ either external or integral witn
the laap Itself. They light quickly, reaching their peak of
efficiency in less than a second and extinguish equally as
rapidly. Finally, their speotral-energy distribution i&
such that satisfactory color rendition is pocsible when
using the proper filos. Among their disadvantai^es are their
quick z^e&ponse to changes in applied voltage ana tue nsat
generated while in use.
The General Electric Company, bearing in mind the
Bpecifications listed previously, have developed a special
lamp for close-up-high-speed photography, designated by the
ainufacturer*B model number YbO^R, It is de&lgned to
^ R. E. Famhaa, '"Lamps for High-Speed Photograpliy*'
oe Society of Motion Picture Engineers , 52:35*
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operate a^roxlmately eighteen Inches away from the subject
and hae an intensity of 73*000 candle power within five
degrees of the beam axle at that distance. Tuto of these
lamps provide sufficient illusiination on a 4' by h" i^ubject
for the expo&ure of 5*000 black and white nlctures per
secona at f5.6. When four are used on tne eame subject
^
5^000 pictures per second ioay be taken at f2.
Electric -diecharge lasips are seldom used although
tneir color renaiLion is excellent and they x'aaxai^e little
heat. The output follows the variation of an alternating
cunrent so that when used in motion picture work it produces
a series of alternating under* and over<»oxpo8ed pictures,
depending upon the &ynchroni station between the lamp and
eaaera. Also, it is extremely difficult to obtain high
levels of illumination J the source brightne!^^ of mercury
lamps ranging from 175 to 6,000 candles per square inch, a£
eooq;>ared to 20,000 to 24^000 for inoandeecent lamps.
Finally, they require from one zo four seoonda to come up to
full brlgiitnees.
Ordinary fluorescent laa^s are not applicable for
high-speed photography sinoe they are of relatively loi^
brightness, it being ii^oseible to obtain more than about
^^ Pastax Instr '^ (iu>c.
Wolleneak Optical Compi ^ ., _„ ,. „- . 10.
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600 foot-candlos on a surface. Irrespective of the number of
laapB employed or tiielr position.
Flashtuods; ana pbotoflash laiiq;>& have been Buoceesful-
ly applied to special circumstances in high-speed photograplv*
The routine use of such sources of Illumination Is not
considered practical, howeiper, at the present tlae because
of the time consumed In replacing the bulbs.
Exposure . Closely coupled with Illumination Is the
problem of exposure. The correct combination of light
(illumination) passing wrirough a regulating valve or aper-
ture (f stop) and falling on the correct film for a certain
critical time will produce the correct exposure. Generally
speaking^ exposure depends upon the lighting, the speed of
the film, the picture frequency or camera speed, the size of
the diaphragm opening, and the color of the subject.
Exposure values in standard photography are at
present determined by one of the following three methods.
1. By the individual's personal experience with hie
own particular photographic equipment operating under
light cor^litions familiar to him.
2. Through reference to exposure calculator charts
eoBBM^nly furnished by the film manufacturers, the use of
whleh are dependent entirely upon the user's ability to
classify typical lighting conditions.




For all practical purposes In photographic work at
lower frequencies expo^^ures can oo calculatea on trie basis
that the effect on the film is proportional to the product
of the exposure time and the light intensity^ regardless of
their respeotive values. However., in high-speed photograpriy
where exposure tlroe is extremely short and illuminfttion is
very high, this assumption will lead to underexposure.
For example > if proper exposure Is obi.ained at a lens
opening of f3*6 and a frequency of 1000 frames per second,
it doec not necessarily follow that the eiqposure at f4 and
2000 frames will be adequate, even though about the eaiae
amount of light reaches the film in both oases.
This apparent failure of the film to record an ioage
at higher speeds is known as reciprocity effect and must be
considered by every eaffieranian engaged in high-speed motion
picture photography. No exact data can be given for the
exposure increase necessary to condensate for reciprocity
effect because it variec from one emulsion type to another.
For this reason, it is la^ortant to keep an accurate
record of exposure data to use in determining future
^^ E, T. Higgins, "Exposure Meter for High-Speed Pho-






exposures. A record sheet, euggeeted by the Saetsen Ko4alc
Conpany is ehovm. (See Figure 4.)
The freaeB exposed during acceleration of the camera
are an excellent guide to correct exposure. For example, if
the pictures obtained at oaximua speed are underexposed,
soflM of the frames exposed during acceleration will probably
be exposed correctly and the exposure correction can be oMde
accordingly
.
These aethods fall under the category of personal ex-
perience as nentior^d previously.
Realizing that under high-Intensity lighting con-
ditions the human eye is incapable of any z*oasonable accu-
racy and that each lighting eet-up poses a new pz^bleia, the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation has developed a
nieter for determining exposure at high tipeeds.
The light meter consists of a light-sensitive cell
Mounted in a soall paddle equipped with an extension cable
to permit more comfortable reading of the instrument away
froB the intense Illumination area. The cell connects %o an
electrical instruzaent providing a baslo range of 3,000 foot-
oandles which «;ill be found adequate for most outdoor work,
except under rare conditions of very bright sunlight. Two
carefully calibrated slip-on diffusion multipliers are














Voltage {at camera) Type of current^,^
^
Lighting set-up
Unexp Type of Lamp to Angle frcMS
Type Watte Volts Lasap Re- Subject r,ens-
Ltfe floetor Distance vject
Reflectors, type and position^
Line Voltage used Type of current









Speed of movement arid direction in relation to camera
Subject's preparation
Other cossoente^ sketches, etc.
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Supplied with •aoti MtWr !• an exporure calculator
whloh glvee appropriate oaaMra eettlngs for various types; of
caseras and films under specific light conditions. The ex*
posure tables are baaed upon the actual use of the rieter
with the eamerae under tort conditions. Thus oasicail:/,
even by using the meter > the expor^ure X& detetnnined in the
broad aenae by past experience. The meter is designated by
tba aanufacturera siodel number 7!>7*
r :. n^bronlza t io
r
. and timing. Since the Faatax caiaeras,
when runnln^; at full speed, exhausts the film in about Iji
secondct and the £aatnan camera only a little longer, it Is
necessary to accurately tynchronise the action to be pho-
tographed with the camera.
It was determined that it wau possible to double the
qpeed of the Faatax casiora by applying 280 volts directly to
the eaoiera motore. However, when starting the camera at
this speed, the film would strip at the sprocket holer.
Therefore, a 70-fflilllsecond delay circuit wae interpo»<jsa so
that the caieera could start at I30 volte, run at 4,000 ieet
per second for 70 milliseconds and by Jumping the voltage to
230 volts bring the oaaera to the full speed of 7»300 frames




With ttie advent of the&e high speeds It became in-
creeslngly more difficult for the operator to synchronize
caiaere and action being photographed beoauise one hundred
feet of film travels through the camera in eight^tenths of a
second.
The Industrial Timer Corporation of Newark > New
Jersey developed an autooiatic control unit (cotnmor.ly called
the "gooee" because of the peculiar juinping action in in*
creasing the voltage) which by this principle actually
doubles the picture taking speed of the camera « controls the
film speed froia low to high, autoaiatically controlis the
camera in synchronlss with an event to be photographed
^
allows for resiote-control operation of the event and the
eanera« and prevents tearing of fila as the caoM^ra l£^
started. It is simple in operation, extremely accurate;, and
1^
eoapletely portable.
The photography of saallcr and 8ioi*e complex subjects
baa led to the developsaent of coiaplicated electronic relays
which control with extreme accuracy the synchronization
aentioned above. Ordinarily, their assembly and operation
^3 L. L. Neidenberg, 'Control Unit for Operation of









Is not a task for the caaaraman but for the reaearoh
•nglnear and acientist. For this reason, it le mentioned
only aa a sidelight to the problem of synchronization.
The early application of high-speed photography was
B«inly one of visual study of the film v/hen the action tiac
slowed down durln;.; ji-q lection. Frou a very gencjroui^ ei x,i-
sate on the part of the oaiaeraaian as to how fast he tnay have
been cranking his camera or how accurately he way have read
the caioera tachometer^ the methods have advanced to the
point of milllBecond accuracy. Today, hish-speed photoisra-
phy is inseparable from tlraing and analysis, so that every
high-speed caaera is almost invariably equipped with aoine
a»ans of putting a tX^ae record on the film elniultaneouBly
with photographing sons specific phenosienon.
The earliest attea^te to establish a time base con-
sisted of photographing a chronoaaeter simultaneously with
the subject. Toe timepiece had to be In the field of view
of the oaaera and thus seriously liatited the type of subject
a«tter. Later, the clock was Incorporated in the camera
itself and its Image placed on the film hy means of an
auxiliary optical system.
Modem hlgh-&peed caiaeras incorporate a timing light
(Figure 2, Chapter III) \^hich Is satisfactory for most
analysis. The ti&iing device In tne Fftstax eaiaera con^i .
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of a neon glow laap encloseci in a sMall housing tnounted
under the drive sprocket In the camera housing. The lan^ is
energized u-j alternating current surges from an accurately
controlled souroe and is connected thi'ough a receptacle on
the outside of the houelng. The li?:!it entlttcd is focused on
the edge of the film oy . ; . Ul leno in b.ie uop oi' tne
housing. Lamp opei^tlon results In timing laarkB appearing
along one edge of the developed film outside of the olcture
area. The length of the mark will vary i-^lth the i^pcea ui
the film and the frequency of the lignt, Xhe rx^equency can
be naintained at any rate by oMiana of appropriate oocil-
latent 5 ordinarily, however, the laa^ is connected to the
normal 60 cycle supply. In either ca&e, the time between
exposures can readily be obtained by dividing the tinis
interval between the sx^sri. of each flat^h by the number of
intervening frames. For example, v/lth the timing light
connected to a 6o cycle line, and thirty-three pictures
between two tlnlng marks, dividing the number of pictures uy
the time interval ( ,00833 or 120 flaches per second) givet:
the camera speed, 4000 pictures per second. The time
between exposures is .OO833 divided by 33* or an interval of
.OOOSJj secondo.^*
^^ yaptax Instruction Bulletin, op * cit. , pp. 17-18.
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Another simple time base Is described by Eylee In the
Journal of Scientific Inatrujgients .^ The tliae base consists
of an electrically maintained 1000 cycle per cecond tuning
fork carrying Bllt apertures In overlapping plates at the
ends of the pronge. Light from a small tungsten filament
lamp la concentrated onto the slits by means of an optical
system^ and an image of then Is focused on the film (between
tbe perforations). As the fork vibrates the slits are dis-
placed relatively one to the other, and the light beam is
Interrupted to produce a time base divided into one
thousandth second intervals In the form of a series of
dashes photographed along the edge of the film.
The flashir^ lamp, the oscillator, and the tuning
fork are the most cootmon time Indicating devices In use in
high-speed photography toda^ . It Is well to reet^haslse the
importance of the time base—without It mathematical
analysis would be almost an lisposslbillty.
Arrangement of the subject . The human eye and brain
are incapable of assimilating several eimiltaneous actions
on the screen. Therefore, in taking high-speed pictures the
primary rule of photographic composition is to laalce the
^5 £. j>, Eyles, "Simple Tiaw Base for a High Speed




picture as siapX* as possible b^ confining the subject under
study to one of ite- component actions ratlier thar; to the
eubjeci; as a whole.
For example, if photographing the operation of a gun-
sighting computer, rather than attennting to make a high*
sps^d picture of the whole unit ac once^ It is better to
photograph individually various springs, cam8« levers, and
similar devices. Greater magnification is obtained vchen the
single subject xl photographed aiiu it is easier to anai^:^c
both visually and matheniatically.
Many titnes the subject will be unable to withstand
the heat emitted by intense illumination indoors, water
Jackets are expensive to construct and are not readily
portable. The simplest and easiest method of combatin/r this
problem is to ini^erpoae a piece of ne&t-ab£oroir
.
i^^^
between the lights and the t.ubject being careful to pick up
no reflections and to correct the exposure to conipensate for
the slight loos of light. Such glass goes uy tne c^raae na^me
of Aklo and is available from both Coming and Libbey«Owene*
Ford Glass Companies.
Often times the subject can be Improved by judicious-
ly painting it to provide contrast to its surroundings. In
'High ypeed PhotOt:raph^ , Journca of
of Motion Picture LnF±tieer& , 33'^''-^^- ^o/e'bGr, ^_
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the ease of color photography, the background should be
ooBpleflMntary . Air currents can be sade visible by the
addition of smotce; water currents by interspersing ssaaXl,
buoyant, colored objects or dyeg*
Soaetimes it is apparently ImpcECible to attain such
isolation of the subject « a situation i^axing the resource-
fulness of the photographer. Thit problem In particular re-
quires pre-study to detenslne the raor^t derirable conditions
for photography. An example of resourc&iuXx^e^s iya& givezi by
Jones and Eyles In a recent review of British methods of
photography, '
In connection with the photography ; rolling of
red-hot steel bars, in order to show the surface texture as
the bars emerged from the rollers, it was found that this
could not UQ observed In high-speed films uaiceri ir. . era* vt>-
forward manner , because the intrinsic brightness of the red-
hot surface of the bar prevented any rendering of texture by
external lighting. It was realized^ however ^ that hot metal
does not emit any appreciable quantity of ultra-violet radi-
ation and thus the bars were successfully photographed by
eans of ultraviolet lighting using a Wratten Filter No. iBA
^7 Q. A. Jones and E. D. Hyles, "Recent British
Equipcaent and Technique for High-Speed Citieinatography,**





over th« oanwra lens to cut out all visible light. Ordlnaxv
high-epeed panchrooiatic nim is sufficiently cersitive in
tiie region just below the visible uo eutibie a gooa record to
be iMide« and al&o the ordUmry glaec lenses are sufficiently
transparent to the near ultraviolet. By using this method
special material!!:^ and the use of quartz lenses were avoided.
Film waste . Closely coupled with the previouii
problem of synchronizat Ion is the lose of film during the
acceleration of the camera. Almost eighty per cert of a
one hundred foot roll of film is expenaeu while brxa^ir^ Lhe
caaera up to full speed. Soise of this waste has been elimi-
nated by the development of the goosed but the inherent
problem still remains. Larger spools of film are impracti-
cal because of the high rotational speed of the spool it£>elf
.
Alao adding to the expenditure of film« is the fact that
once started the eaaeya imiat never be stopped until all the
film has passed through the oamera. ;:^topping it before this
«111 result in serlouc damage to both camera and film. Thus
in most instances a magasine of larger capacity ii^ nox> re-
quired
.
For completely indoor photography with artificial
illumination^ the California Institute of Technology has
devised an Ingenious system to utilize completely the one
hundred feet in a standard roll of film. It consists of an
r& 97.:
endlesa film arrang«a«nt, the opposite en<l8 of the roll
being spliced together in a loop. At the proper speed the
lighting eyateoi is turned on to provide exposure; previous
to this the room ic completely dark. The only drawbacks are
the additional &ynchx*onisation required to extinguish the
lights before double exposures occur on a portion of the film
and the possibility that an extreioely in^portant action any
occur at the precise instant that the splice is passing the
aperture thus ruining the most important exposure.
Lac'iC of ultra'hig^h^speed film emulsions . Today 's
filB •ulsions are eminently eatisfuctory for most normal
motion picture photography in the £o-called low operating
ranges of from sixteen to one hundred and forty frasics per
second. If a sufficiently faat film were developed, hiijh-
spsed photography could conceivably beooias as coiaiionplace as
the use of the box caa»ra. The photographic resolving po^^er
of an optical system is conventionally expressed in lines
per milllBieter, this nutaerical value being arrived at by
viewing a set of parallel linos (in which the v^ldth of the
lines is equal to the vfidth of the spaces between them) and
counting the just-distinguishable lines. In addition to the
^^ Frank Crandell, Physicist, California Institute of




roBOlving power of the optical system, the reeolvlng power
of the film emuliilon in recordir^g the lines must also be
considered. The resolving power of the Pastax camera is in
the neighborhood of thirty lines per millimeter, whereas the
resolving power of a particular film is usually much higher,
ranging from forty to one hundred and twenty lines per
dilllnieter. From the foregoing it seeias reasonable to as-
Bune that present films are adequate, but from a user's
standpoint, the resolving power ratings currently provided
by film manufacturers are little tnore than a qualitative
guide, as the specific tert conditions under which a
published value is obtained are rar>ely, if ever, explicitly
stated in published technical data. The data furnished by
the manufacturer are a theoretical maximum attained under
conditions optimum for the emulsion. In high-speed motion
picture photography, the photographic resolving power is
reduced by low contrast in the final photograph, which is
accentuated by underexposure, and further degraded by im-
perfect eoiapensation for film movement and by movement of
the subject itself during exposure.
Serious illumination problems \\'ouia not exist were
the films available today of sufficient speed, coupled with
reasonably fine grain and ^ood resolving power.




The process is simply that of exposing a previously
•xposed necative to a weak {source of light for several
minutes. The inter ^'r- of the poet-fogging light is ad-
justed so that a £ aniount of fog is produced lr< the
uneicposed areas. The original exposure affects silver
grains in the eaulGion thpt do not develop under normal
conditions. These sub-threshold grains^ however j are
affected more strongly by the er.erg-y from the post-
fogging light than those which were previously ur- 3ea,
By the tiiae that the latter are exposed to a dev jle
level, those which had some previous exposure respond as
though three to four fold more image exposure a had been
given them originally
.
The equipment for later '"*''.at ion c" " " variety
of forms, but can be visua . as ad aige^ierit
wherein a negative can be exposed to a weaK source of
light for a number of minutes as it passes through on
it I, way to the developing machine. ^^
In practice in high-speed photography post-exposure
can increase the emulsion speed by one f-stop or two times.
Some increase in graininess is apparent but is not objection-
able since in ultra-high-speed photography, the elimiriation
of grain with present-day films is almost an impossibility.
Projection and analysis problems . Making a high-
Bp9mA photographic study is only one part of the problem.
The finished film .-ust be interpreted by the user, usually
by projection, i. - rrequontly by study of frame by fraiae en-
largetaents or by rra e by frame examination of the film
^^ Jackson J. Hose, American £ -"her




itself. To an engineer trained in motion analysis, a slowed*
down film is easily dietinguishable frora a normal film of
the saae machine running slowly. The layman ^ on the other
hand, has little conception of such subtle differences, as
vibration effect, etc., and it is necessary to provide a
fraae of reference. This can usually be accomplished by a
careful analogy ^ usually taken from nature. For example, if
studying a power press which operates with a frequency of
seventy strokes per second, the reference object could bo a
humlng bird whose wings beat seventy times a second.
For oonplete coaprehension, several hundred feet of
film showing the normal operation of the subject and the
20
analogy is useful.
Any good «ske of projector is adequate for screening
the film but it should be capable of forward and reverse
motion and still-picture projection. A footage counter is
also very useful.
For frftsw by frame analysis an editing viewer can be
used to advantage. Perhaps the most useful equipment for
such quantitative analysis is the film reader of the type
put out by the Hecordak Coi&pany. These readers, originally
20^'-' Henry M. lister, "High-Speed and Time Lapse Pho-
tography in Industry and Research, J. Society
of notion Picture Engit^eers , 52^76-77. v...., -.J.
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designed for reading ralcrofllm, attain a magnification of
from twenty-four to thirty-five diatseters and can be used
either for frame by frame analysis or three other motor
driven rates of filia advance. Either way the viewing plate
is constantly held in critical focue and the machine is
designed for roaximum ease of opezusition^ ideal placement of
the screen, flexibility, and convenience of u&e. "^
itl»e#Ilan#ous considerat ions . The saajor problems of
high-speed action picture photography have been di&cuesed.
Coupled with these are minor problems that are merely a
matter of familiarity with the tools of photography which,
when not considered, probably will lead to unsatisfactory
results.
The lens compensation necessary for rotating prism
cameras has already been mentioned. It is important to
remember that lenses designed for ordinary uiotion picture
cameras cannot be used with the rotating prism type due to
the normal short rear focus. This problem can be eliminated
for high-opeed cameras by building an extension tube on the
front of the re^^ular lens and focusing it on the image of a
wide angle lens mounted at the front of the tube. This is.
*-^ Wade S. KivlBon, "Methode of Analysing Rlf^h-Speed





In effect, taking a picture of a picture. ^
High-speed cameras must always be focused through the
lens. The Faatax oanteraa manufactureCi by the Western Electric
Company were found to be out of focu8 at infinity because
the lenses were adjusted by a man whose eyes were optically
different from normal eyes. ^
If the iisage is blurred or fuzzy it is not always the
reeult of failure to stop the subject *s motion during pho-
tographing. If it is due to inherent camera design or to
atmospheric conditions, no increase in camera taking speed
will eliminate the trouble. By converting the subject's
speed into feet per second, then finding the distance it
travels (in feet) per exposure, and dividing thia by the
distance the camera is located from the action, and convert-
ing the Insult to milliaeters it can be detersiined how far
the iBAge will caove on the emulsion during exposure. If
this falls within the resolving power of the film, blur can
nonaally be expected to be absent. If blurring should occur,
however, it can be a^sittoed that it is not the result of in-
sufficient camera speed. For exan^le, if an object is
2^ W. Herring, Lt., U.S.N. , Photographic Officer,
Naval Guided Missiles Test Center, Poir.t 2$agu, California,
personal interview. May, 1951.
^3 fa r (Rochester, New York:
Wollensak t^- j January, 1951)* P* 1-
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Bovlng 1000 f««t per second at a distance of 1000 feet from
the oaoiera, which 1« operating at 1000 frames per aecond or
tiavlng an exposure of '
^^
of a second, the subject will
Bove during exposure
^^1 x 1299. or 1/5 of a foot. The




.. ^ZrJ feet, or .06 milllmeterti, which falla within the
resolving power of the film (normally thirty llneB/wn in
practice). This is an approxiniatlon which forms a guide of
what to expect before actually taking the pictures.
Vibration of the camera during operation can cause a
very disturbing result on the final picture. '^h«*n projected
the laage appears to float upon the screen with a peculiar
ghostlike movement. The solution of such a problem is
obvious—make certain that the camera is securely mounted.
In the rare cases where the caroera is hand-held the ad-
vantage of rapid field coverage must outweigh the disad-
vantage of the floating image.
The problems encountered in high-speed motion picture
photography have been presented with the realization that
each individual set-i^ will undoubtedly present its own
peculiar difficulty. However, theee factors taust be con-
sidered in every photographic task.

CHAPTER V
HSU TBCKKIQUES AHD TRENDS
In general there are two methods of stopping the
notion of the linage with reapect to the film in high-speed
photography. The first of these niethods, the uae of a com-
pensating prism, has been described. The second method is
the use of stroboscoplc light to illuminate the subject, the
flashes of light being of such short duration that the film
does not aiove appreciably during the exposure. A third
otthod has recently been developed to link the flashing lanp
with the rotating prlssi type camera. In this case the in*
candescent lamp Is replaced by a flashing laiqp and incorpo-
rated In the high-speed camera is a triggering device which
allows the lamp to be fired when the picture frame Is on a
line with the optical axis of the complete system.
The advantages of this system are numerous. The
eaiHBra can then be used for an even greater variety of
work—outdoors using It as Is, and for indoor work requiring
short exposure tlsne using the same camera. Kesults have
Indicated that touch better deflx^ltlon Is obtained In the
rotating prism caoera when used in conjunction with strobe
lighting, which is of particular advantage where fra»e by
fraa» inspection of the film is to be made for purposes of
analysis by aeasurenient . Motion is stopped absolutely and
little blur results. A further advantage la gained in those
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oa««0 where the subject Iq liable to duHige by heat because
of the relative cooIhceg of stroboccopic light.
Heretofore « in all high-speed photOti;raphy, inetan*
taneous time covered one cookiete frame, the continuity of
instantaneous framee forming the titne axis. A new method of
obtaining bigh~&peed pictures has been developed whereby
instantaneous time covers multiple email portions of a
single frame, the total area of these saiall portions being
sufficient to provide detail and the single frame being
large enough to permit unmagnified observation. Such a
aaethod is called grid-framing.
The framing grid is a focal plane shutter with a
aeries of parallel slits placed at regular intervals across
it. This shutter, therefore, is only required to move the
distance between two successive slits to expose the entire
film. To understand how this grid records successive frames,
consider a series of optically clear slits ,000^ inches
wide, cut at .015 inch intervale across a 4x4 inch optically
opaque plate. If this grid is held in a fixed position on a
4x5 inch photographic plate, a single exposure made through
it will consist of a set of parallel lines which occupy only
* Kenneth J. Qermeshau&en, "Kew High-Speed Strobo-
scope for High-Speed Motion Pictures," Journal of the
Society of Hot ion Picture Sn^ineera , 52:24-34, ^rcH7 1949.
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l/30th of the total picture area with an over-all dimension
of 4x4 Inchee. By moving the grid across the film perpen*
dlcularly to the Rllts for a distance of .0003 Inches and
exposing a second still picture in this new position, a
seoond series of lines lying alongside of the fir&t set and
again occupying only l/30th of the total picture area will
be produced. Thirty cuch cingle pictures will re£>ult from
only .015 Inches movement of the grid and will expose the
entire film area. To the casual observer the resulting
picture will be an indistinguishable jumble. However, by
proper positioning of the grid, anyone of the thirty ex-
posures can be studied 8epaz*atcly. This type of grid
framing has been used for years in animated greeting cards
and photographic advert iseiaenta.
If the photographic object Is moving, and if the grid
is iBOved at a uniform rate across the film for a distance of
.013 inchet:« the resulting picture can be viewed through a
grid as thirty separate exposures, one at a tlrae^ or by
viewing through the grid soTlng at any uniform ^>eed,
fllckerless motion pictures will be observed.
At the Aberdeen Proving Ground liaboratory, they have
sueeessfully combined a stationary framing grid with a
rotatiri,^:. Mirroi^ lo oi.t:iir: framing rates in excees of
100,000,000 frames per second.

5^
The rotating mirror»grld combination . The optimum
slit width for the multi«&lit focal plane ehutter appears to
be of the order of .0001 inches, A shutter with .0001 inch
elite is required to move 10,000 inches/second to produce
100,000,000 frames fmr second. It is impractical to accele-
rate to, maintain, and decelerate from such high velocities
with a linearly moving ehutter. A rotating focal plane
shutter on the other hand ha£ the double disadvantage of re*
quiring tapered radial slits and the combination of a large
diameter and high rotational velocity. A method for moving
the Image of the shutter across the film plane by reflection
fron a rotating mirror was obviously a simple solution.
(Figure 5.)
A first lens Is used to image the event on the grid.
The cosnbined event-grid is then focused on a second lent,
whose image, after reflection from the rotating mirror falls
on the film plane as shown. The photograph forraed by the
reflected grid differs from that formed through a grid moving
across the film plane in that the latter records a varying
time, varying space image while the former, by virtue of the
subject's fixed position with respect to the grid, record© a
fixed space, varying time record which is particularly suited
to the studies of detonation and shock waves.































the film do«E not form a well-defined frame line as In other
high-speed motion picture cameras. Since the exposure time
of an increment of film i& equal to the time it ta^ces a el it
to oove its own width the reciprocal of thi& time Is taken
as the framing rate. The mirror rotation rate can be varied
up to five hundred z^evolutions per second. At full speed
with a .0001 inch slit the framing rate is 1.23 ^t 10^ or
1^2^0,000^000 franies per second. The total expo£U3re tiioe is
extremely short. With thirty frames taken at 100,000^000
per second the total exposure time before the film is ex-
hausted is 3 X lO" or 3/10, 000, OOOthe of a second.^
Coapared to tlie Faetax camera's total expo£»ure time
of 8/10 of a second at maximum speed, this is an extreme
disadvantage and it can be used to photograph only verj
short actions which must be timed electronically and
perfectly. If the Sultanoff rotatlng-airi\)r grid camera
were capable of recording a full second of action at
100,000,000 frames per second, and if the film were normally
projected at 16 frttoes per second, it would require over
seventy-two days oi constant projection to view tlie film.
It has baen mentioned that a conventional
^ H. Sultanoff, "A 100,000,000 Frame Per Second





Intermittent type motion picture camera cannot operate
without damage in excess of 2^0 frames per second* The
rotating priem cameras theoretically can operate at rates of
from about 400 frames per second upward to seven thousand.
In 33mm work the rotating prism type's minimum operating
speed is 300 frames per second; but froa a resolution stand-
point it is impractical to operate it at below 1000 frames
per second. The most commonly used 33mm intermittent type
camera is the Mitchell which operates at a practical picture
taking frequency of 140 frames per second. There has long
been a great need for a camera to bridge the gap between
these two types of cameras.
The Wollensak Optical Company is now working on an
answer to the problem. They are designing, and hope soon to
have available* a new super-Fastax camera which will have an
operating speed with a jilnimum of about 100 frames per
second and a maximum of approximately 2300 frames per eeoond.
In addition, it is being designed to eliminate other faults
found in the previous Fastax; the fraine bIzq will be the
standard full-size 35«ffli, not half height ae previously; the
resolution is estimated to be approximately eighty lines per
ailllBeter through impz^ved sprocket design; the capacity of
the camera will be 400 feet allowing a greatly Inoreaeed
BaxlaatM running time. In addition, its con£truction will be
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8uch as to withctand gravitational accelerations of lOu to
150 g, allowing it to be used on devices which previously
could not carry camerae without danger of ruining them
because of excessive acceleration forces.
ThlB will, without a doubt, be the most Important
single recent developtaent for the aveznge motion picture
photographer engaged in high-speed work.
•^ John H. .1, v^iollensak Optical Company, person-




With any type of liigh-spoed camera it le essential to
prc«deterailne the varloue factors that affect tlie final
picture quality, and so adjust these- factors that optlmua
results v/ill be attained. From the inception of motion
pictures as a research tool« and perhaps far into the future,
each exposure presents its own problem. Research engineers
and nanufaoturers are laboring constantly to control these
factors until at the present time photography is taking its
place along v?lth the microscope, the cathode-ray tube, and
various other instruments as an instrument for recording and
neasuring transient phenooena.
II. C0KCI,US3I0K£
The applications of high-speed photography are almost
unllTnlted. It can save time on break-4own testing by point-
ing out trouble spots in advance, and by providing a check
on uncertain approxisiation frosi theory.
Caasrae, lights, and lenses have kept pace with the
advance of high-speed photographic technique, but there is
still room for advances.
A need exists for an ultra-high-speed film emulsion
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to simplify the exposure problem, SiralXarly^ there Ib a
ne«d for standard laboratory developoient prooesses for high*
speed work. Ituch of today's high*speed photography is based
or. experiences in the past on similar projects. The ad-
vantage of experience In lost when the film is in^roperly
processed under non-cor.trolled standard conditions.
Progress has been made in this field by the Wollensak Optl*
cal Coiapany, in cooperation with Ansco and Eastman Kodak.
Film prepared by Ansco is sold through l^ollensak for users
of Fastax camerac. The film cost includes the price of
development in a manner siiailar to the method by which color
motion picture film is sold to asaatexirs. Frequently, how-
ever, the delay expended in relaying the film back to the
manufacturer cannot be toleratc»d. A standard field develop-
SMint procedure should be disseminated to all high-speed
oanera users.
There is a need also for a High-Sp«#d fhotographers
*
Handbook, similar to the Cine;riatoigraphers ' Handbook and
heference Guide , listing high-epeed equipraent and providing
a guide of standard practices and procedures for the working
photographer.
Jackson J, Rose, Aiaerican C ineraato^rapher jook
ference Guide (Los Aiigeles: ^buthlana PresL, i>>jJT*
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High-speed motion picture photography has been
described as a taeano of loagnifying time, giving man an
insight into the inflniteElmally short intervale of eternity ;,
nuch as the inicroBcope hae permitted the auignirying of size.
And Just as there has been improvement in the microscope
leading to the precent day electron microscope « with
promises of even greater improveiaent ^ so must the science
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